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Introduction
Year 9 students at St. Leonard’s College are involved in an
experiential learning program that involves a series of off-campus
activities. Students progress through the three domains of the
program – Community Service, Urban Exploration and
Environmental Sustainability. They have a “CUE Day Out” every
second Wednesday over a period of approximately ten weeks for
each domain and five 45 minute periods in the classroom for
reflection and discussion. The program culminates in the “Big
Experience” in term four which draws all the elements of the
program into an overseas or Australian-based three week
experience.

Some St. Leonard’s College
students at their community
service placement, Springvale
Primary School.

Environmental Sustainability
The Environmental Domain uses the belief of ‘Think globally, act
locally’ and as such, uses local environmental issues to allow
students to be involved and make a difference. Students
investigate current issues in environmental sustainability such as
water use, protecting biodiversity, coast care action and energy
resources. Snorkelling is used as a medium to monitor marine flora
and fauna.
A St. Leonard’s College student
working with people with
disabilities as part of her
community service placement.

The students’ education goes beyond the classroom and provides
many stimulating opportunities. The program offers challenges to
students and thereby is a vehicle for their personal development.
The curriculum followed in the classroom in English, Science and
other subjects provides links and further opportunities to develop
the themes and concepts investigated in each of the domains of the
CUE program.

Aims
Through the CUE program students will:
• be engaged in positive learning and social experiences beyond the
classroom;
• explore new ideas and accept new challenges;
• discover their place in the world and develop a positive attitude
towards self, the community and their world; and
• develop greater independence, life skills and qualities important in
independent learners and workers.

Community Service
The Community Domain aims to develop a greater sense of
community and the concept of contributing as a volunteer. It
involves each student in a community placement with an
organisation that serves the local area or beyond and may include
working in a primary school, a nursing home, a school or other
organisation for those with disabilities or an organisation that
assists others such as a mission, opportunity shop or language
centre.

Urban Exploration
The Urban Domain requires students to reflect upon and investigate
influences on the evolution of a city, considering how it looks, how it
acts and how our different cultures interact. Students engage with
various forms of transport and leisure as economic drivers to focus
on the development of the Port and City of Melbourne.
Urban CUE Days Out include:
The Great Race: a race from Brighton to Williamstown on public
transport and return via a ferry trip through Melbourne Ports and
Docklands.
The CBD past & present: Students embark on a walking journey of
the CBD, lunch in Chinatown and then are faced with the
challenges of poverty, substance abuse and homelessness with
Urban Seed.
Melbourne Markets: Students depart St Leonard’s College at
approximately 4:30am visit the Footscray Wholesale markets and
then continue with an exploration of Melbournian commerce.
Choose your own adventure: Students choose from four different
urban recreation adventures; Laneways of Melbourne- focusing on
fashion or art and architecture; Bike Riding—exploring bike paths;
Sport— sporting Melbourne.
St. Leonard’s College students
learning about Melbourne’s Ports
on a ferry trip.

Community service placements form an integral part of the year 9
program.
Students make a real contribution to the community and many go
on to continue some form of service after their placement
concludes.

Skill development in snorkelling at Ricketts Point and Portsea
resulting in marine surveys in the National Parks contributing data
to “Reef Watch”.
Increasing awareness of the environment and our impact upon it
through a night visit to the Melbourne Zoo. Students also study
different marine environments including; sea-kayaking at Hastings;
investigating the Gunnamatta outfall and wetlands at Western Port
Bay.
Coastal care is completed on the foreshore area at Ricketts Point
in conjunction with the Department of Sustainability.

The Big Experience
All students undertake one of the Big Experiences for three weeks
in term four. Students choose from:
• Australia - New horizons
• China - Ancient and contemporary
• Fiji - A traditional village
• Vietnam - Beyond the brochures
• Thailand & Laos - A journey of contrasts
The Big Experience is a drawing together of the year 9 program with
a focus on the themes of community service, urban exploration and
environmental sustainability. It further develops the skills and
attributes cultivated throughout year 9 including responsibility;
communication; planning and organisation; flexibility; decision
making; problem solving and creative thinking; working with others
and in teams and active participation. It also offers students a
broader perspective of their place in the world through experiencing
life in a different context.
During the three weeks each trip posts information to the Big
Experience website: http://bigexperience.wordpress.com/
St. Leonard’s College students building a
house for a remote village in Vietnam.
Students raise money to purchase all of the
materials required to build the house.

Students are placed in an organisation of their preference in groups
of two, three or four.
A different experience is found at each of the organisations and
students are able to hear of others’ experiences and share their
own in review sessions back at school. Students also use these
experiences to enrich their work back in the classroom.

Environmental CUE Days Out include:

St. Leonard’s College students learning
about issues such as homelessness and
substance abuse in the laneways of
Melbourne.
St. Leonard’s College students
snorkelling off the coast of a Fijian
island. Students also build a shaded
playground for a Fijian village.

